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The present laws and practices
has been plainly answered.
of the Cuban Patriots gives us every assurance that they are
the
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classes, that

said,

revolution,
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among

all

inhabitants battle side by side with

white, holding the rank

of officers, and in

num3rous

commanding white troops. As an
animus of the Spanish Government in this

instances, colored officers
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connection, whenever these colored soldiers are captured in
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In support of this assertion

the speech of Senor

October 18th, 1672.

to a

I will

condition of servi-

read an extract from

Eduardo Benot,

He

says

;

''

in the Spanish Senate,
Spain has reserved to herself

" the sad privilege of upholding slavery

;

but the fact

is,

my

" lords, that ever since April, 1SG9, the insurrectionists have

"

made a constitution, and in one of its articles is decreed the
" immediate abolition of slavery. The insurrectionists, from
the very fact of being so, have set their slaves free but the
Government, in virtue of the extraordinary proceeding of
appropriation, has been converting these freemen into
" slaves, an J their number has already reached the respectable
" total of 50,000 men or more.
What then does the Govern*'ment intend to do with these 50,000 slaves, and why does
*'
Spain keep free men in slavery, thus making slaves of men
The
''that are free instead of o:ivinor freedom to slaves."
laws and practices of the Spanish Government convince us
and the civilized world that they have not imbibed, in the
''

;

"
*'

least,

a taste for free institutions.

among

Spain, true to her ancient

barbarous of all nations
have founded government on the divine precepts of our Lord, she clings tenaciously to an institution
which has always followed in the wake of her victories and
authority.
She it was, who having grasped the islands of the
history as foremost

who

the most

profess to

Gmf and a large portion of the American continent, introduced such severities as killed off entirely the native inhabitants of the islands, and almost every aborigiuee in the vast
continental territory under her rule, and when the native
element, under the pressure of hard taskmasters, inhuman

